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High-Speed Humanoid Robot Arm for Badminton
Using Pneumatic-Electric Hybrid Actuators

Shotaro Mori , Kazutoshi Tanaka , Satoshi Nishikawa , Ryuma Niiyama, and Yasuo Kuniyoshi

Abstract—We describe the development of a robot configured
to play badminton, a dynamic sport that requires high accuracy.
We used pneumatic-electric hybrid actuators, each combining a
pneumatic actuator, with high-speed and lightweight attributes,
and an electric motor with good controllability. Our first objective
was to develop hybrid actuators that are lightweight and compact
and with integrated sections. Using parts made of lightweight mate-
rials such as plastics and aluminum coils, and using wire for power
transmission, we made actuators much lighter and smaller than
previous ones. In addition, for high accuracy and power, tension
sensor units and a heat countermeasure mechanism were also
incorporated. As practice partners, we consider badminton robots
to be more useful if they were humanoid in appearance and have a
variety of shots. We, therefore, developed a humanoid robot arm. By
incorporating actuators as link structures, the overall weight was
reduced, and both complex degrees of freedom (DoFs) and a large
range of motion were realized. Subsequently, we developed a robot
with seven DoFs, three DoFs for the shoulder, two for the elbow, and
two for the wrist, similar to the configuration of human arms. The
robot, therefore, roughly reproduces human movements. At 19 m/s,
the maximum speed of the racket was quite fast. The hybrid control
reduced the motion variance, allowing improvements in accuracy of
more than three times that of motions with only pneumatic control.
In addition, performing path planning and tracking control with
high precision was possible, tasks that are difficult for conventional
pneumatic dynamic robots.

Index Terms—Hydraulic/pneumatic actuators, mechanism
design, tendon/wire mechanism, humanoid robots, motion control.

I. INTRODUCTION

S PORT is a global business and expected to be a popular
field for robot applications. With the recent developments

in robot technology, robots are helping humans to play sports,
specifically in regard to retaining and training professional ath-
letes [1]. For other sports such as football [2], table tennis [3], and
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pole vault [4], robots have been developed and studied in subject
areas such as artificial intelligence and robot technologies.

We chose the sport of badminton as a theme for this research.
Several badminton robots have already been developed, and a
simple rally has been achieved with a high degree of comple-
tion [5], [6]. It is expected that future developments of robot
technology will lead to improved robot capabilities, including
acting as practice partners for professional players and becoming
active in sport entertainment as with conventional tournaments.

It would be more useful if the robots were humanoid. In
interpersonal sports, the effect of the opponent’s motion is great,
so mimicking the same motion as a human is an important
aspect of a practice partner. In addition, humans execute a
variety of shots by making full use of the body’s multiple
degrees of freedom (DoF). Additionally, from the perspective
of tournaments, certain characteristics of humanoid robots have
high entertainment value.

Nevertheless, the shuttle and racket in badminton are
lightweight and therefore agility is required. For example, the
overhead smash is said to be the fastest in all racket games.
Therefore, to obtain a high degree of dynamic performance of
people with a robot architecture is difficult simply based on
conventional electric-drive motors.

One of the big challenges in robotics research is to make
a robot act quickly. Many robots have been developed for that
purpose. Barret Technology’s WAM Arm is one that has become
famous as a serial-link high-speed manipulator. However, the
maximum speed at the end effector is 3 m/s according to the
official specifications (8 m/s according to Senoo et al. [7]), but
which is totally inadequate for badminton. Moreover, its mass
is 27 kg and hence difficult to mount on an agile mobile robot.

In contrast, the pneumatic actuator, which is lightweight and
operates at high speed, is suitable for this concept. Indeed,
pneumatically driven multi-DoFs robots can perform dynamic
tasks such as running [8] and jumping [9]; such tasks cannot
be achieved by ordinary electric-driven robots. A lightweight
robotic arm driven by pneumatic artificial muscle can achieve
speeds up to 13 m/s at the end effector [10]. Furthermore,
the arms we have developed previously achieved speeds of
21 m/s [11].

However, the disadvantage of pneumatic actuators is their
poor controllability because of difficulties in modeling and
delays in response. High accuracy is required for badminton;
one reason is dexterous shots or so-called “skillful shots” need
to be executed, and another is how the flight of a returned
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Fig. 1. Overview of the robot developed.

shuttle changes easily owing to subtle changes in motion. Such
problems are difficult to solve with pneumatic drive alone.

As a solution, a pneumatic-electric hybrid drive is consid-
ered. It improves the controllability of the pneumatic actuators.
Various studies on pneumatic-electric hybrid drive have been
conducted so far [12]–[14], but there has been no example in
which this hybrid drive has been applied to high-speed motion
or dynamic robots. Although there is a drawback in that its
mass increases if both drive systems are mounted, we believe
a considerably more lightweight and dynamic robot can be
constructed compared with a solely electric-driven robot.

To construct this robot, we first developed a compact and
lightweight pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator. Then, we de-
signed a robot configuration integrating these hybrid actuators
into the link structure of the robot (Fig. 1). This creates a
lightweight robot arm with DoFs and range of motion similar to
humans. Using a hybrid control of the robot arm, we show that
fine adjustments and improvements in precision can be realized,
a task that is difficult with only a pneumatic drive. The robot so
designed is not only dynamic but also controllable and precise,
and hence will contribute immensely to the robotic research
field.

II. HYBRID ACTUATED HIGH-SPEED AND LIGHTWEIGHT

HUMANOID ROBOT ARM

A. Development of the Lightweight and Compact
Pneumatic-Electric Hybrid Actuator

The pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator developed (Fig. 2)
conforms to the robot concept we desired. The actuator is
lightweight, capable of high driving speeds, and compact so
as not to hinder the increase in range of the multiple DoFs.
In most conventional pneumatic-electric hybrid drive systems,
the motors are installed separately [12], [13]. However, some
components such as those required for power transmission
increase the mass and volume of the actuator. However, there
are hybrid systems for which the pneumatic and electric drive
sections are structurally integrated [14], [15]. By integrating as

Fig. 2. Pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator and its mechanism.

much as possible, the actuator becomes lightweight and compact
and proved suitable for our robot concept. We decided to install
the magnets on the piston and the coil was looped around the
cylinder in the normal air cylinder as adopted in the integrated
pneumatic-electric hybrid linear actuator (iPEHLA) developed
by Nakata et al. [14]. In addition, we added a number of features
to the actuators needed for our robot. The mechanism of the
actuator is shown in Fig. 2.

Instead of a rod, we used wire as power transmission for the
actuator. The rod of the air cylinder bears a large mass and ex-
tends and contracts when driven. The concern was that it would
become an obstacle when configuring multiple DoFs as for a
humanoid robot. Using wire makes for a very lightweight and
compact configuration. There is also a commercial pneumatic
air cylinder which uses a cable instead of a rod (Double-Acting
Pneumatic Air Cylinders, Tolomatic, Inc.). However, the weight
is 6 kg (inner diameter: φ25 mm, stroke: 100 mm). The actuator
we developed is more than 20 times lighter.

Additionally, magnets for the electric drive add greater mass.
However, if the number of magnets is reduced, the output force
decreases proportionally. The increase in current used to increase
force also caused an increase in heat. Therefore, countermea-
sures were taken to remove the heat. First, a temperature sensor
(NXFT15XH103FA2B1, Murata Manufacturing Co., Ltd.) was
attached to the coil using an adhesive. Moreover, an air flow
passage was left around the coil. In consequence, depending on
the temperature monitored by the sensor, compressed air can
flow actively as well as exhausted air after the pneumatic drive.
Air cooling can then be performed. To use the exhaust air for
cooling, a quick exhaust valve (EQY-6, Nihon Pisco Co., Ltd.)
is used so that the flow can be switched between exhausting and
driving. During experiments with the robot arm that was finally
developed, the temperature was maintained at about 50 ◦C, with
the arm being cooled essentially by only exhausted air and a
maximum current of 35 A for each actuator.

A back yoke made of iron with ferromagnetism (SS400 series)
was attached around the coil. This not only creates a passage of
flow for air cooling, but also increases the output by forming
a magnetic flux circuit. In addition, the back yoke also acts as
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TABLE I
COMPARISON OF OUR ACTUATOR AND CONVENTIONAL INTEGRATED

ACTUATOR iPEHLA. THE ELECTRIC FORCE, SIZE, AND STROKE OF

CONVENTIONAL ACTUATOR ARE ESTIMATED ACCORDING TO THE PAPER [14]

a magnetic shield that reduced the influences on the sensors.
Although the back yoke has a certain mass, about 90 g in the
actuator described in Table I, we used it on this occasion for this
function. However, to make the back yoke as light as possible,
it was made to a thickness of 0.5 mm.

Furthermore, a compact tension sensor unit was incorporated
to ensure high precision control of, for example, the force control
and the model identification. It also helps in adjusting the wire
tension exerted by the tensioner. Calculating the tension of the
wire is possible from the force of a load cell (FCCK 1000 N,
Forsentek Co., Ltd.). The measurement range of tension can be
adjusted by the load cell position and was designed to be able
to measure tension at the maximum output of the actuator.

Lightweight materials are used for other components. The
inner cylinder is made of glass fiber-reinforced plastics (GFRP)
instead of iron. The coil is made of aluminum wire instead of
copper wire. For aluminum bonding, we used solder SN1819
(Nihon Superior Co., Ltd.), which has good permeability and
resistance for galvanic action. It enabled aluminum wires to be
bonded easily without adding weight. Using a 3D printer, the
piston and structural parts are made not of metal but plastic or
of polycarbonate to reduce the weight. Because the GFRP and
polycarbonate are heat resistance, operations were possible even
after the temperature sensor gave readings of about 200 ◦C over
short durations. There are 1 mm-thick separators on the GFRP
cylinder to make it easy to roll up the coil.

For the design, we performed simulations using the magnetic
field simulator FEMM (Finite Element Method Magnetics).
Force and stability can be calculated and helps in deciding design
issues such as magnets or coils.

A comparison between our actuator and the reference actuator
iPEHLA is shown in Table I. Although the strokes are almost
the same, our actuator is multifunctional, and the output force
from both the electric and pneumatic drives are also stronger.
Furthermore, the mass of the actuator of a previous study was
620 g, but our actuator was 391 g; therefore, we have reduced the
mass to about 60%. The size is also almost the same when the
rod of the iPEHLA contracts, but it is much more compact when
expanded. In this way, a lightweight and compact pneumatic-
electric hybrid actuator is realized.

B. Proposed Robot Configuration

Next, we present a humanoid robot configuration using
the developed hybrid actuators. Human structures and DoF

Fig. 3. Proposed robot configuration using developed hybrid actuators.

compositions are very complicated and difficult to reproduce
perfectly. However, as stated in Section I, reproducing the ap-
pearance and skill in the badminton robot is more important than
reproducing the human structure. Therefore, a serial-link-type
approach was used to simplify the design and control.

To perform accurate actions as encountered in badminton, the
arm is required to have high rigidity, but weight is a main con-
cern. Therefore, the actuator was incorporated into the structure
as in our previously developed pneumatic robot [9], [11]. As
the actuator is not simply lightweight and rigid but compactly
integrated in the arm, creating joints with complex DoFs and
wide range of motion is now also possible. A similar system with
cable driven pneumatic actuator incorporated into the structure
was also applied to the exoskeleton hybrid robot [13].

Our proposed robot is composed of seven DoFs: three DoFs
for the shoulder, two for the elbow, and two for the wrist. The
actuators for the wrist are installed on the forearm, those for
the elbow are on the upper arm, and those for the shoulder
are on the body (Fig. 3). Sequentially, from body to hand, the
DoFs roughly correspond to human movements of the shoulder
(horizontal extention/horizontal flexion, adduction/abduction,
medial rotation/lateral rotation), the elbow (extension/flexion,
pronation/supination), and the wrist (palmar flexion/dorsal flex-
ion, and radial flexion/ulnar flexion).

C. Overview of the Developed Robot

With the concept proposed in Section II-B, we designed and
manufactured the robot arm (Fig. 1). As shown in the shoulder
mechanism with three DoFs (Fig. 4(a)), the multi-DoF joint was
constructed by routing the wire via pulleys to coincide with the
joint axis to mitigate slackening of the wire.

For maintainability, the actuators can be exchanged one by
one by installing from the side. Tensioners were implemented
such that the wire tension can be adjusted by adjusting the pulley
vertically with screws (Fig. 4(b)). This avoids backlash and thus
improves accuracy, and allows the internal piston position to
be estimated accurately and hence increase the output of the
electric drive.
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Fig. 4. Details of the mechanism for the robot arm: wiring diagrams of (a) the
shoulder and (b) compact tensioner.

Fig. 5. DoFs diagram and the approximate length of the developed robot arm.
In comparison, the average human forearm length is about 290 mm and the upper
arm is about 369 mm [16].

TABLE II
RANGE OF MOTION OF THE DEVELOPED ROBOT ARM. JOINT NUMBERS,

NEUTRAL JOINT ANGLES, AND AXIS DIRECTIONS ARE EXPLAINED IN FIG. 5.
IN COMPARISON, THE RANGE OF MOTION OF A HUMAN IS ABOUT −90◦ TO

90◦ AT JOINT 1, −90◦ TO 140◦ AT 2, −90◦ TO 90◦ AT 3, −140◦ TO 10◦ AT 4 ,
−80◦ TO 80◦ AT 5, −60◦ TO 60◦ AT 6, AND 0◦ TO 50◦ AT 7 [17]

TABLE III
THEORETICAL MAXIMUM TORQUES OF THE DEVELOPED ROBOT. THE

PNEUMATIC TORQUES ARE CALCULATED AT 0.7 MPa, AND THE ELECTRIC

TORQUES ARE CALCULATED AT 35 A

The DoF configuration and the approximate link length are
shown in Fig. 5 and the range of motion of the joint is given in
Table II. The range of motion of a human, especially shoulder,
is very large and complex. However, to avoid self-interference,
this range was not completely realized. Nevertheless, it was
possible to mimic a variety of postures in badminton. The mass
of each section is listed inTable IV; the theoretical pneumatic

TABLE IV
MASS OF EACH SECTION IN THE DEVELOPED ROBOT ARM. CF. THE MASS OF

EACH SECTION OF A 60 kg HUMAN ARE ABOUT 480 g IN HAND, 1380 g IN

FOREARM, AND 2100 g IN UPPER ARM [18]

Fig. 6. Air circuit diagram.

and electric joint torques are given in Table III. Electric torques
are as small as 10–15% of the pneumatic ones, but controllability
and accuracy are expected compared with a robot driven only
pneumatically. This is confirmed in experiments; see Section IV.

D. Other Setup

As another setup, absolute rotary encoders (MAS-18, Mi-
crotech Laboratory Inc.) were used for the joint angle sen-
sors. A lightweight and compact motor driver (G-SOLTWIR
50/100SE1, Elmo Motion Control Ltd.) was used having small
dimensions (W35×L30×H11.5 mm), small mass (18.6 g), and
capable of applying up to 100 V and 50 A per actuator. Two 6-cell
LiPo batteries were used as power sources for the electric drives.
The voltage was about 25 V per battery with a maximum current
of 600 A and the capacity is 6000 mAh. Each actuator uses 35 A
of the maximum current in our experiments. Therefore, it cov-
ered the power supply demand adequately for all actuators, even
if the number of actuators was increased. In our experiments, it
swung over 200 times before the battery needs to be recharged.
The size is 155 × 8 × 4 mm and the mass is 809 g, and therefore
was mounted on the robot. Proportional pressure control valves
(Tecno Basic, Hoerbiger Corp.) were used for the pneumatic
drive, and on-off valves (EXA-C8, CKD Corp.) were used for
active cooling of the actuator. The valve is lightweight (130 g)
and the maximum flow rate is large (350 L/min). Air tubes of
dimension φ6× φ4 (Nihon Pisco Co., Ltd., polUC0640-20-C)
were used for the pneumatic drive between valve and actuator;
their lengths range from about 1.0–1.5 m. The air circuit diagram
is shown in Fig. 6. The compressed air was always supplied by
the compressor to the robot. For a sports robot, the air can be
supplied from court-side through a thin tube and is applicable
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Fig. 7. Relationship between current and force of the hybrid actuator prototype
showing linear behavior as derived from theory. The solid line is a linear fit to
the experimental data from 5 A to 25 A.

Fig. 8. Setup of the one-DoF experiment.

for configurations with more DoFs. A single-board computer
(Beaglebone Black) was used as a control microcomputer.

III. BASIC EVALUATION BY A SINGLE ACTUATOR

A. Force Evaluation

The electric force produced by the developed actuator was
measured using a force gauge connected to the actuator. The
relation between the current and the force is almost linear and
useful for control (Fig. 7). In addition, the output force is 33.5 N
at 25 A and agrees well with the 32 N result obtained with the
magnetic field simulator. Therefore, the simulation was effective
in the design stages.

B. Hybrid Control of Dynamic Motion by a Single Actuator

A basic examination of the hybrid control was performed on
a one-DoF system using the hybrid actuator developed. From
a comparison of the control using only pneumatic force with
that using a hybrid drive, we verified the effect of the latter on
the dynamic motion. The experiment setup is shown in Fig. 8.
The air circuit of the actuator was the same as that depicted in
Fig. 6. However, only the one-sided chamber was actuated, and
therefore the weight was pulled to the left by the actuator. The
weight is always pulled to the right by another air cylinder at a
constant pressure. By altering the force from the actuator, the
motion of the weight can be controlled.

First, a pneumatic feed-forward command was sent and pro-
duced a two-way high-speed motion for reference (labelled
”Reference” in Fig. 9). When tried several times with only
pneumatic drive, the standard deviation was on average about
1.5 mm during the movement. We next performed hybrid control

Fig. 9. Trajectories in the one-DoF experiment.

Fig. 10. Tracking errors in the one-DoF experiments. The error remained on
average at about 7 mm with pneumatic control but was reduced to about 1 mm
with hybrid control.

with corrections using an electric proportional–derivative (PD)
control. That is, we commanded a target current Id,

Id = KD(ẋd − ẋ) +KP(xd − x), (1)

where KD and KP are gains, x is the position of the weight, and
xd the target position. As a result, the standard deviation was on
average about 0.4 mm and decreased by a factor of about 0.27
times under hybrid control.

Next, the pressure of the air cylinder pulling the weight to
the right was reduced to 0.25 MPa, and the same pneumatic
command was sent. As a result, the movement shifted by 15–
30 mm from the original trajectory (Fig. 9). Then, we attempted
to track the original trajectory. Initially, a proportional-integral-
derivative (PID) controller performed only pneumatic drive.
However, the error remained on average at about 7 mm (Fig. 10).
This result was obtained by extracting the result with the smallest
error by repeating the gain adjustment. However, because the
response of the pneumatic drive is slow, vibrations occur easily
when the gain is increased. Next, the pneumatic drive was
controlled through feed-forward command and corrections were
made under electric PD control (Eq. (1)). As a result, tracking
was performed very well with an error of 2 mm or less; on
average, 1 mm was achieved (Fig. 10).

From this experiment, controlling the dynamic motion by
pneumatic control appears to be difficult, but hybrid control is
effective.
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Fig. 11. Time series of the standard deviation at the racket head position in the
precision experiment using the seven DoFs robot. Hybrid control is about 3.3
times as accurate as compared with only pneumatic control at around 1100 ms.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIONS OF THE ROBOT

A. Swing Speed

The results of the robot evaluation experiment are reported
next. First, we examined how fast the robot could swing. The op-
eration was performed only with a manually designed pneumatic
drive, and the maximum command value was 0.7 MPa. With
reference to a human swing, that is, a maximally flexed wrist (the
minus direction of joint 7) and the wrist vertical, the robot swung
strongly with a supination of the forearm (the minus direction
of joint 5) as the main movement, a medial rotation of the upper
arm (the minus direction of joint 3), and a horizontal flexion of
the shoulder (the plus direction of the joint 1). We confirmed
a maximum velocity at the racket head of about 19 m/s. It was
much faster compared to previous robotic arms, such as WAM
arm [7] (8 m/s) and a lightweight robotic arm [10] (13 m/s).
However, it was a little bit slower than the only pneumatic robot
that we had developed previously, 21 m/s [11], although the
racket speed (37.1 m/s at impact) in a jumping smash produced
by humans is faster [19]. We suppose humans utilize their whole
bodies for the smash and optimize their movements by practice.
Therefore, we need to add body and improve control methods
for higher speed. However, the proposed robot has potential.

B. Hybrid Control

Next, we conducted an experiment to verify the effect of
hybrid control for the robot. Several control methods have been
proposed for hybrid control. For example, pneumatic control
is used for gravity compensation for balancing control [13].
However, just compensation is not enough for a dynamic swing.
In another study, an optimal control strategy in which a dif-
ferent bandwidth between pneumatic and electric control was
proposed [20]. An optimal control method may be suitable
for dynamic swing motion. However, the precision depends
highly on the accuracy of the dynamics model. In particular, the
pneumatic dynamics is difficult to model precisely. Therefore,
in this study, we tried a simpler method without a pneumatic
dynamics model.

First, air pressure was commanded by feed-forward control
and the operation recorded. Then, the reproducibility of the

operation was compared with and without electric control. Un-
der electric control, the computed torque method in which the
estimated pneumatic torque was subtracted was used. That is, a
target current was commanded for the electric torque τ e of

v; = θ̈d +KD(θ̇d − θ̇) +KP(θd − θ) (2)

τ e = M(θ)v +N(θ̇,θ)− τ̂ p, (3)

where θ is the joint angle, θd the target joint angle, KD and
KP are the diagonal matrices of feedback gain, and M(θ) and
N(θ, θ̇) the matrices for the robot dynamics. Pneumatic torques
were estimated using the joint trajectory in training θ̃(t) using

inverse dynamics τ̂ p(t) = M(θ̃)
¨̃
θ +N(

˙̃
θ, θ̃).

First, in the experiment, the initial posture was taken using
pneumatic PID control. We generated next a swing motion like
the side swing performed by a human using a feedforward
pneumatic pressure command for the proportional valve. In this
experiment, the maximum pressure was set to 0.5 MPa to avoid
breakages; nevertheless, the maximum speed at the racket head
was as high as 12 m/s. The commands and motions are the
same as in the shuttle hitting experiment; see next Section IV-C
(Fig. 12). This swing was performed twelve times with and
without hybrid control. The position of the racket head was
calculated from the joint angle, and then the standard deviations
were calculated.

From the results (Fig. 11), the time at which the racket head
speed was fastest was roughly at 1100 ms, but the standard
deviation at this time was about 100 mm when driven by only the
pneumatic force. However, under hybrid control, the standard
deviation decreased to about 30 mm (Fig. 11). Therefore, we
had improved the accuracy by 3.3 times using hybrid control.

Previously, we conducted an experiment where a pneumatic
robot attempted to return flying shuttles with feedforward con-
trol. However, the shuttle hitting rate remained at 69.7% because
of the variance associated with the robot motion [11]. Therefore,
by reducing the variance by adding electric feedback as in this
experiment, we believe the shuttle could be hit with even higher
probability.

C. Hitting Shuttle

Next, to verify how much influence the higher accuracy of
motion has on the hitting shuttle, we tried to make the robot hit
the shuttle. The shuttle was grasped using a vacuum generated
by compressed air. Then, it was released and dropped depending
on the position and timing of the swing, the robot attempted to
hit the shuttle; the trajectory of the shuttle was measured with
the motion capture system (OptiTrack, NaturalPoint, Inc.). We
measured the variability associated with the dropping of the
shuttle, and the standard deviation of the position around the
impact time was about 9.6 mm. The same control in the last
Section IV-B was also used in this experiment. This was done
twelve times with and without electric power (Fig. 12).

For a quantitative evaluation, the dropping point of the shuttle
was estimated. Because the shuttle could not be measured until it
falls, the point of drop was estimated by a model that accounted
for air resistance. The estimated result is shown in Fig. 13.
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Fig. 12. Sequential photographs of a shuttle being hit.

Fig. 13. Shuttle dropping point in the ground plane. The standard deviation of
the position is 444 mm without hybrid control, and 214 mm with hybrid control.

The standard deviation was 444 mm without hybrid control, but
decreased to 214 mm when hybrid control was performed, and
therefore, an accuracy of about 2.07 times higher was achieved
in hitting the shuttle.

D. Changing Swing Motion From Training

In experiments so far, the target motion was the same as the
preliminary training by only pneumatic drive. If driven under
hybrid control, it is possible to perform a slightly different
motion with high accuracy as planned. This enables the swing
to be adjusted and to eliminate the need for manual design of
the pneumatic pressure command.

First, we performed motion planning to slightly shift the
racket head position from its preliminary training position. In
considering shuttle hitting, it is particularly important that the
racket head is close to the target position pd at the time of
hitting tN . A method capable of such planned motion, the
iterative Linear Quadratic Regulator (iLQR) [21], was used in
this study. The pneumatic torque τ̂ p(t) was estimated from the
pneumatic preliminary training by inverse dynamics. Of course,
the pneumatic torque changes slightly for different motions, but
this time we considered that similar torques are obtained if the
change in motion is slight. The state transition model of the robot
is defined as

x(tk+1) = x(tk) +

[
θ̇(tk)

θ̈ (x(tk), τ̂ p(tk) + τ e(tk))

]
Δt, (4)

where x(tk) = (θ(tk), θ̇(tk)) is the state of the robot (joint
angle and angular velocity) at the discretized time tk, τ e(tk)
the torque exerted by electric force, and Δt time step. A joint
acceleration θ̈(x, τ e) is calculated from the robot model by
forward dynamics. Because the state transition model includes
the estimated pneumatic torque τ̂ p(t) by preliminary training,
the planning of a slight change in motion using the electric force
can be performed.

In this state transition model, if the initial state x(t0), running
cost l(x(tk), τ e(tk)), and the final cost lf(x(tN )) are defined,
the cost sum can be minimized using iLQR. In other words, we
can calculate the time series of states x(t0),x(t1), . . . ,x(tN )
and the electric torques τ e(t0), τ e(t1), . . . , τ e(tN−1) to satisfy
the formula,

min
T e

[
N−1∑
k=0

l(x(tk), τ e(tk)) + lf(x(tN ))

]
. (5)

In this experiment, the costs were defined as

l(x, τ e) = −
∑
i

[
Kτ

(
ln(τ e − τ e) + ln(τ e − τ e)

)]
i

(6)

lf(x(tN )) = Kp||pd − p(x(tN ))||2, (7)

where τ e is the maximum electric torque, τ e the minimum elec-
tric torque, p(x(tN )) the position of the racket head at tN , and
Kτ andKp are the weights for the electric input and the position
at the racket head. As a result, the motion can be planned while
the position of the racket head at the time of hitting p(x(tN )) is
close to the target position pd and the electric torque is limited
as τ e < τ e < τ e. In this experiment, we were concerned about
model error. Therefore, the optimized time series of commands
τ e(t0), τ e(t1), . . . , τ e(tN−1) were not used; instead tracking
control of the optimized states x(t0),x(t1), . . . ,x(tN ) were
conducted by feedback control.

In the experiment, the same pneumatic pressure command as
stated in Section IV-B was used in preliminary training, and the
hitting time was assumed to be tN = 1100 [ms], when the racket
head velocity was near its fastest. Then planning by iLQR was
conducted to shift the racket head position at tN slightly in the
x and z directions, which are roughly orthogonal to the swing
direction. Then we attempted to make the robot track the planned
new motions using the electric PD control for each joint. The
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TABLE V
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CHANGES IN SWING USING HYBRID CONTROL. IF

THE SHIFT POSITION WAS ABOUT 100 mm, A SHIFT WITH SMALL ERROR IS

POSSIBLE. THE DIRECTIONS OF THE AXES ARE THE SAME AS IN FIG. 5

computed torque method used in Section IV-B was not used
because it was unstable due to probably some modeling error.
Although an improvement is expected by model identification,
this is left as future work.

The position of the racket head at time tN of the generated
motion and the tracking accuracy are listed in Table V. If the
shift position was about 100 mm, it was possible to enact the
shift with an error of about 25 mm. If this method is used during
badminton play, making fine adjustments will be possible, in-
cluding responding to a shuttle that flies to various positions and
returned in the direction we want. These adjustments are difficult
with only-pneumatic control. Although it may also be important
to consider the velocity and the racket surface for hitting, they
are also considered in motion planning by incorporating them in
the cost function. Although the error was large in some motions,
the range of correction is expected to be expanded further by
improvements in the control method or motion planning.

V. CONCLUSIONS

As a robot for playing badminton requires dynamics with
high precision, we proposed and developed a humanoid robot
arm with integrated pneumatic-electric hybrid actuators in the
link structures. First, we developed a compact and lightweight
pneumatic-electric hybrid actuator, which was about 60% lighter
with multiple functionality than previous actuators. By integrat-
ing the actuator in the link, we produced a seven-DoFs robot that
roughly reproduced the motion of a human. We developed robots
of about 6.3 kg for the entire arm and about 3.7 kg for the sections
from the upper arm. We achieved a maximum velocity of 19 m/s
with the racket head. In addition, hybrid control enabled an
accuracy in the position of the racket head to be improved by
3.3 times and the shuttle dropping point by about 2.07 times.
We also succeeded in planned changes in swing motion which
are difficult to achieve with conventional dynamic pneumatic
robots.

There was a further improvement in accuracy using a force
sensor and control method. Additionally, combining electric
control with control or learning using a pneumatic drive is
expected to be effective. By planning the pneumatic command
and correcting the error by hybrid control, performing a variety
of swings with precision is possible. The next step in develop-
ment is creating a mobile robot with the developed arm. Such
robots may actually be able to play badminton with humans
on court and as a result more practical experiments would be

conducted. Although other problems exist, it is expected that
practical applications of our badminton robot as conceptualized
can be realized.
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